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Summary 
• Semi-automatic image analysis methods have been applied to 

study fan statistics in the Inca City and Ithaca region of the 
Martian south pole using HiRISE images.

• Binary and greyscale morphology filters

• Median-smoothing

• Image histograms for thresholding

• Fans’ morphological changes have been analysed in detail to 
compare with ongoing modelling [1,2] for an understanding of 
the bigger picture

• Only open source software has been used [4,5,6] to  produce 
meta-products from HiRISE data.







Bigger fan ‘blobs’ show fan 
structures inside





Inca City Fan Morphology over Time

2 different particle populations in the fan?
Boulders facilitate early fan 
development. Without it, fan 
appears approx 20 L_s later.

1 pix = 0.5 m

• The image below was taken 
with the sun under horizon 

(L_s = 174)

• Only reflection in the 
atmosphere provided the 

light

• Therefore I/F values do not 
apply



Warming by deposited surface material
weakens ice, supports new sub-fans



Fan material now sinks into ice (already slightly in 
previous image).This depletion of dark surface 

material makes the fan appear brighter.

Now material of the new sub-fan sinks as well into the ice, rending it VERY bright.

Now the ice is gone under and around 
the fan and the ground appears.



Dust storm Shadows of boulders, now lying on ground 
with the CO2 ice gone.

CO2 ice completely gone



Fixed contrast stretch

Variable contrast stretch

I/F values NOT corrected for incidence angle



Ithaca fan morphology over time

CO2 condensation?



• End of fan lies on slope

• This slope gets higher amount of irradiation

• Material warms up and sinks into ice, 
cutting of end of fan

• 9 L_s later, enough ice has sublimed to 
reveal the previously lost material





Material starts to sink into ice





CO2 ice completely gone

Now the ice is gone under and around 
the fan and the ground appears.



Fixed contrast stretch

Variable contrast stretch

I/F values NOT corrected for incidence angle



Covering of fan rims by blue halos
(Pommerol, COSPAR 2010)

Numbers and areas of Ithaca fans

Fan material sinks into ice

Material in ice weakens it,
facilitates some new fans

Fan areas

Fan counts

CO2 ice gone, all 
ground visible



Fan counts

Fan areas

CO2 ice gone, all 
ground visible

Fan material sinks into ice

No big halo covering 
effect as in Ithaca

Fan count seems to increase 
more steadily than in Ithaca

Numbers and areas of Inca City fans



Location of Inca City fans

MOLA South Polar Map



Conclusions
• Automatic fan counting is still very sensitive to thresholding.

• No stable alternative to thresholding has yet been found

• Edge detectors have problem with the open end of fans 
getting softer in contrast

• ‘Blue halos’ as described in A. Pommerol’s talk (COSPAR 
2010) seem to have a stronger role in Ithaca than in Inca City

• Inca City’s fan physics seem to be dominated more by local 
inclined topography and connected katabatic winds.

• There is approx. 200m height difference across the Inca 
City fans.
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